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Abstract: The article is dedicated to research of the technical state of a furnace transformer. The 
study was conducted on the basis of statistical processing of continuously measured parameters of 
partial discharges (PD). The authors characterize the causes of PD occurrence and their impact on 
the insulation condition. The article provides information on the on-line monitoring system applied 
at high-voltage transformers of superpowered arc steel-melting furnaces and ladle furnaces at 
metallurgical plants. The system implements (among other methods) the method of diagnosing the 
insulation state by means of mathematical processing of PD parameters. Continuously measured 
values are apparent charge and the parameter called partial discharge intensity (PDI) characterizing 
the power and intensity of PD. The authors studied the parameter trends and conducted the 
statistical processing of the measurements results. In addition, the authors give the rationale for the 
application of the parameter “reciprocal stochastic connection force” between the PD amplitude and 
PDI as a generalized criterion of the insulation state and failure localization. The article compares 
trends of power and PD amplitude at various transformer technical states (before and after 
unscheduled repair). The authors confirm the possibility to diagnose emerging defects by 
comparing the correlation factors of these dependences. An example of defect occurrence and its 
location is provided. As a result, the authors manage to prove the efficiency of the proposed method 
of analysis of the high-voltage transformer state. This research has produced an integrated approach 
that enables on-the-go technical diagnosis, fault localization, and accident prevention. The key 
product of this research is a transformer diagnosis method based on processing the data of online 
PD monitoring. To that end, the proposed method uses statistical toolkits available for a PC. The 
areas for further prospective research are outlined. The authors also give recommendations on a 
more extensive application of the developed method. 

Keywords: electric furnace transformer; insulation; on-line monitoring; partial discharges; statistical 
treatment of partial discharges parameters; failure; localization 

 

1. Introduction 

The condition of the insulation always determines the reliability of the devices in which it is 
used. Damage can occur in old insulation due to defects that appear in it. Unpredictable deterioration 
of insulation parameters that takes place for external reasons, is superposed on the naturally ageing 
of insulation. The most efficient operative method for diagnosing the state of high-voltage insulation 
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without disabling the equipment is detection and analysis of partial discharges. Analyzing partial 
discharges allows detecting the deterioration of insulation state at early stage. 

Implementing monitoring and technical state diagnosing systems in high-voltage transformers 
is the necessary condition for their accident-free operation [1]. This problem becomes even more acute 
for transformers in superpower arc steel furnaces and ladle-furnaces at iron and steel plants. This is 
due to the fact that furnace transformers operate in heavy conditions caused by abruptly variable 
loads related to arc-jet melt and secondary steel-refining technologies [2]. The problem can be solved 
through online partial discharge monitoring and developing the interpretation of measurements 
results. According to this, a lot of companies are involved in developing hardware diagnosing 
devices. At the same time, it must be noted that forming the scientific and methodical basics of online 
monitoring is somewhat ignored. It concerns developing methods for isolating and identifying faults 
during operation. 

The developed diagnostic systems of the following companies are popular: GE Energy [3], ABB 
(software & hardware complex AHC (Asset Health Center), the systems ABB T-monitor, ABB TEC) 
[4–6], Siemens (Legacy Transformer Monitoring and Diagnostic System TMDS 2000L) [7,8], AREVA 
(system MS 3000) [9,10], and others. They are intended for monitoring the state of insulation of mains 
and unit transformers. However, the presented products cannot be “directly” applied at electric 
furnace transformers because of the specific features of their load modes explained by the applied 
metal-melting technology. In this sense, the authors manage to develop a special system for 
monitoring the state of this transformer class which is presented below. 

Virtually all modern on-line monitoring systems use partial discharge investigations as a main 
diagnostic method. The theory and practice of applying the methods based upon electromagnetic 
and acoustic PD location is considered in the publications of many authors, including [11–14]. Most 
developed systems implement methods relying upon the combination of PD pulses with the voltage 
sine waves of transformer phases. Such a method is implemented in the developed system 
algorithms. This allows assessment of risk of the defect propagation and also localize of its occurrence 
with approximation to the phase. 

At the same time, insufficient attention is paid to the development of scientific and 
methodological basics of on-line monitoring. First and foremost, this relates to the development of 
the methods for comprehensive assessment of insulation condition by using a set of diagnostic 
parameters, while also addressing defect identification and localizing on the go. The developed 
methods are implemented on the basis of processing the results of measurements conducted with the 
help of the on-line system with a set periodicity. For this purpose, the publications [15–17] suggest 
statistical methods of analyzing the results of PD measurements obtained with the use of acoustic 
emission method. Paper [18] presents the main methods of diagnosing the technical state of electric 
equipment. They are described in the Russian regulatory documents and implemented in the 
algorithms of the furnace transformer state-monitoring system. 

2. Problem Statement 

Furnace transformers operate in heavy conditions. They are exposed to short circuits on the 
secondary coil and to switching surges during on-load switching of voltage stages. These take place 
up to 1000 times a day. They are usually equipped with complex oil-water cooling systems. 
Transformers of this type are distinguished by the absence of redundancy and impossibility of 
switching off during the melting process. 

Operational experience shows that regular checks and tests are not sufficient to detect inceptive 
faults. Due to this, acute problem solving which can allow for reliable operation of electric steel 
furnaces is equipping their transformers with continuous technical state-monitoring systems. Despite 
the significance of this problem, we must state that there is no sufficient expertise in developing and 
implementing diagnosing systems in such specific electric equipment. 

In order to remedy the situation, the universal technical state-monitoring system to be used in 
furnace transformers, was developed. It is designed for practical use in transformers of superpower 
arc steel furnaces and ladle-furnaces that usually belong to the single technology line of the electric 
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furnace steelmaking. As a technical basis, the Transformer Diagnostics Monitor (TDM) was taken 
[19]. Software Inva was developed, designed to output data acquired from a set of diagnosed objects. 
The device Minitrans, manufactured by Kelman Ltd. (Boston, MA, USA), was used for continuous 
humidity and oil-dissolved gas content control [20]. 

Concentrations and combinations of gases are important diagnostic criteria that describe the 
progression of destructive processes that insulation might be sustaining. This is an important issue 
that has been covered by many researchers; however, it is not the subject matter of this paper. The 
presented data relate to partial discharge in the transformer tank. These parameters are measured by 
a special subsystem to monitor partial discharges, as shown in Figure 1. 

Characteristics of the Developed Monitoring System 

The system developed was called TDMS—Transformer Diagnostics Monitor Special (see Figure 
1 for the functional diagram) [17]. It consists of five primary-sensor modules and the main device, all 
installed in the cabinet. The system ensures execution of all technical functions recommended for 
transformers of this type [21]. 

 
Figure 1. Functional diagram of the furnace transformer state-monitoring system: TT—current 
transformer; DV—vibration sensor; Dt—temperature sensor; DD—pressure sensor; TSM—partial 
discharge sensor; DK—climate sensor. 

All technical means of the system are implemented in the form of a modular, algorithmically 
integrate structure. The system was divided into separate modules based on the following criteria 
[22]: 

• highest possible integration of all functions related to monitoring, control, and diagnosing the 
separate transformer subsystem into the single module; 

• adding a module to or removing it from the system bears changes to functional capabilities of 
the system, but it does not have any impact on the capabilities of other modules; 

• reconfiguring the operational algorithms of the entire monitoring system after changing the 
number of modules can be easily conducted through changing the configuration parameters; 

• adding the new module to the system automatically connects it to the central monitoring 
module. Integration of data acquired from all the modules is conducted through the single 
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digital and analog buses. Such a configuration allows for implementing the structure required 
for each object. 

The developed on-line monitoring system was introduced into industrial operations at the 
transformers of two superpower arc steel-melting furnaces with the volume of 180 tons—DSP-180 
(transformers FTOHBR-150200/35 of the company TAMINI, Milano, Italy) and two transformers 
ЭTЦHKB-40000/110-UHL-4 produced by JSC “Electrozavod” (Moscow, Russia) installed at the 
transformers of the ladle furnaces of a metallurgic plant with a full technology cycle. The rated 
parameters of LF transformers are provided in Table 1 [23]. 

Table 1. Parameters of the transformer ETCNKV-40000/110. 

Type 
Rated 

Capacity, 
kVA 

Rated Coil 
Voltage, V 

Diagram 
and Group 

of Coil 
Connection 

Number 
of OLTC 
Positions 

Cooling 
System 

Mass, 
Tons 

Length × 
Width × 
Height, 

mm 

ETCNKV -
40000/110-

UHL-4 
20,282–26,000 

110,000 HV 
289.5–421 LV 

Υ/Δ-11 9 Suspended  80 
4840 × 
3540 × 
6200 

The system can use acoustic sensors rated for 30 to 300 kHz. The transformer in question is 
equipped with RFCT-2 (radio frequency current transformer) HF(High Frequency) sensors [24]. 

In order to provide efficient operation of online monitoring systems, the multiparameter 
diagnosis of the technical state is being developed [17,25]. These systems implement one of the 
efficient methods for diagnosing the state of high-voltage equipment through mathematic treatment 
of integral properties of partial discharges. Partial discharges reach the controllable level at the early 
stage of a deficiency. This is why their emergence and intensity are significant for diagnostics, while 
the control method based on detecting partial discharges is of the high diagnostic value [14,26]. 

As a methodology for operative controlling and forecasting the transformer state, statistic data 
treatment methods were suggested to process information presented in the form of smoothed time 
series [25]. The necessity in evaluating the speed of change of parameters monitored for the purpose 
of forecasting the time period during which these parameters reach the threshold values 
corresponding to qualitative criteria of “worsened” and “pre-fault” states, was substantiated. 

Experience of diagnosing complex electrotechnical systems shows that persistent values of 
attributes and their correlation degree are most indicative of the technical condition. However, the 
practice indicates poor informational compatibility between monitoring systems manufactured by 
different companies. The body of mathematics developed acts as the basis of the information system 
allowing for making credible conclusions regarding the technical state of a transformer (or any other 
electrotechnical complex) during operation. 

The presented publication analyzes the technical state of the electric furnace transformer by 
means of comparing the data obtained during operation before and after repair. This repair was not 
scheduled, and the decision about its conduct was taken on the basis of the technical state analysis 
on the parameters obtained from the introduced system of on-line monitoring. Referring the 
transformer to repair was mainly necessitated by the significant PD power and amplitude deviation 
in Phase C, see Figure 2a. Increased concentrations of oil-dissolved main gases (hydrogen, acetylene, 
carbon monoxide, etc.) were observed, as they reached pre-fault thresholds [25]. 

Along with the overview of the proposed diagnostic method, such an approach demonstrates 
the possibilities for the developed method application. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. Partial discharges (PD) distribution in the phases before transformer taking out for repair 
(a) and after repair (b). 

3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Partial Discharges (PD) Occurrence in the Transformer Insulation 

A partial discharge is a low-power electric spark which occurs inside the insulation or on its 
surface in medium- and high-voltage equipment [27]. PD occurrence is caused by the fact that 
complete insulation breakdown does not happen at some single point. As a rule, it is preceded by the 
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discharges that close a part of the insulation clearance, that is why they are called “partial”. Increase 
in PD intensity is a signal of emerging failure, in addition, PD, in their turn, destroy insulation. 

Figure 2a,b present PD curves in the phases of high-voltage input of the considered transformer 
[28] registered before and after unscheduled repair correspondingly. They are matched with phase 
voltage sine waves. The range of PD intensity change in Figure 2a corresponds to the boundaries 0–
122 cps, in Figure 2b—0–153 cps. The largest amplitude and capacity PD charge before repair are 
registered at the phase C. 

Y-axis is scaled in volts; its scale matches the PD voltage amplitude. The figures also show the 
voltage sinusoids for the phases subject to PD monitoring. These voltage curves were plotted to 
confirm that partial discharge was indeed observed on the descending segments of sinusoids. The 
scale of phase voltage is not specified for Y-axes as this data is not informative; rather, it would clutter 
the figure and make it less readable. 

The PD on the phases before and after repair are given in Table 2. PD capacity in phase C exceeds 
the similar values in the phases A and B by 10 and 19 times, the number of pulses is higher that 
similar values by 9 and 14 times, correspondingly. A more detailed analysis of PD diagnostic 
parameters is provided below in the consideration of practical diagnostics results. 

Table 2. PD parameters in the phases before and after transformer repair. 

Measurement Conditions Phase Capacity, mW Amplitude, V Number of Pulses 

Before repair (Figure 2a) 
A 18 0.045 1654 
B 10 0.128 1106 
C 189 0.12 15,186 

After repair (Figure 2b) 
A 0 0 0 
B 33 0.054 5219 
C 17 0.019 3130 

 
Figure 3. Functional diagram of gross error elimination by the Student’s t-test. 
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3.2. Integral Properties of Partial Discharges 

During long operation of the implemented system, trends of integral properties of partial 
discharges were studied and registered by the online monitoring system in three phases of the electric 
furnace transformer. These properties are the following [29]: 

1. Apparent Charge, Q02 (nC), proportional to max pulse amplitude. The operating system was set 
so that the duration of a pulse would be no longer than 640 ns, while during the consequent 2560 
ns, there should be no pulses with the amplitude higher than 30% of the initial pulse. In case 
these conditions are not met, the pulse is considered a distorting action and not registered. Pulses 
of partial discharges are considered to be regularly repeating if their frequency equals to 0.2 of 
the pulse value per power network period. When registering partial discharges using almost all 
known devices, the amplitude (pulse voltage, U02 (mV)) is measured. The apparent charge is 
found by the following formula: Q02 = 10∙U02 (in relative units), which simplifies system 
configuration. 

2. Partial Discharge Power, in most cases presented in the form of PDI. This parameter characterizes 
the power and intensity of partial discharges, found by the following formula: 

m
i d

i 1

1PDI Q U
T =

=   (1) 

where m stands for the number of pulses registered during observation time T; Ud—stands for 
the effective voltage. 

Measurements were taken at operating voltage while the transformer was running; see Table 1 
for rated parameters. Primary winding voltage = 110 kV. 

The change of the time trend toward the abrupt increase of Q02 and PDI definitely indicates 
insulation issues (destructive). 3–4-fold changes per observation year or 2-fold jump mean that the 
deficiency grows in the insulation [30]. 

The PDI parameter is the most informative one as partial discharges are not only the 
“precursors” of hazardous phenomena occurring in insulation but, to some extent, they also destroy 
it. That is why PD energy characteristics allow gobjective indirect assessment of their hazard rate to 
be given in the context of the development of destruction processes. 

Regulatory documents give the limit values characterizing the technical state of transformer 
insulation according to partial discharge control. According to recommendations [30], the following 
limit values are taken for high-power transformers: 

• Worsened State: Q02 > Qg1 = 2.5 nC, U02 > Ug1 = 80 mV; PDI > PDIg1 = 60 mW; 
• Pre-Fault State: Q02 > Qg2 = 5 nC, U02 > Ug2 = 160 mV; PDI > PDIg2 = 80 mW. 

More detailed gradation of the technical state according to the results of discharge control is 
provided in Table 3. 

Table 3. Detecting transformer insulation technical state on the results of PD control. 

Classification in 
Compliance 

with [31] 

Classification 
of Technical 

State 

Extent of Defect 
Propagation in 

Compliance 
with [31]  

Values of Maximum PD Amplitudes, Ampere-
Second 

In 
Windings 

and 
between 

Coils 

Main 
Insulation, 
Barriers, in 
Compliance 

with [31] 

Inputs in 
Compliance 

with [31] 

Faulty state 
PRE-FAULT Limit state 

more than 5 
nC 

more than 100 
nC 

more than 10 
nC 

WORSENED Critical defect to 2.5 nC 5–25 nC 0.5–2.5 nC 
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NORM with 
significant 
deviations 

Significant 
defect 

to 500 pC 1–5 nC to 500 pC 

Operating state 

NORM with 
deviations 

Minor defect to 100 pC to 1000 pC to 100 pC 

NORM 
Absence of 

obvious defects 
– to 100 pC – 

In the process of operating the system introduced for the transformer ETCNKV -40000/110, the 
authors analyzed the trends of the parameters Q02 and PDI for transformer phases. Such trends allow 
the rate of defect propagation to be obtained and, correspondingly, the extent of fault hazard. 
Continuous monitoring of the PD amplitude and capacity showed that their trends have a similar 
nature. The signal of amplitude of recurring pulses U02 is read from a terminating resistor of PD 
sensors and due to this reduplicates the signal of the maximum measured charge Q02 [29]. The 
presence of such discharges influences the PDI capacity. 

Below, the authors provide the results of the analysis of diagnostic parameters for a long period 
of operation (approximat. 2 years). It is established that the reference data have a significant spread 
of data, in addition, there is a large number of zero values (up to 10%–13% of a total samples). This 
is connected to the fact that the operation of the PD measurement system cannot be synchronized 
with the operation of a furnace transformer as its load continuously changes until it is switched off. 
To conduct the analysis, the authors carried out primary processing of time-series data: eliminated 
zero values and serious errors, and checked that the distribution law and the reference data were 
adjusted by the moving average method [31]. 

4. Time-Series Data Processing Methods 

A preliminary processing of measurement results is necessary to use statistical methods for 
building up empirical dependences in the most correct way and to their maximum effect. Preliminary 
experimental data processing is conducted for the purpose of eliminating gross errors and validating 
for compliance of their distribution with the law of normal distribution. Practical application showed 
that even at the automated data collection one can observe abnormal or outstanding values. Gross 
error occurrence can be caused by: devices and sensors switching off, their subsequent operation in 
the mode close to a steady-state one, and the errors of data transition and storage under the action of 
strong electromagnetic disturbances. 

4.1. Elimination of Observation Errors 

The references point to a large number of methods for eliminating gross observation errors. For 
large samples (N > 25) it is recommended to use the “elimination algorithm by the Student t-test”. By 
this test one can calculate the maximum absolute deviation of the dmax value of the variation xi in 
the “problem” point from the average value of the total sample x  and the parameter τmax included 
in the Grubbs’ test [32]: 

мах i
i 1,   N

d max x x
=

= −  (2) 

max махdτ = σ (3) 

where σ—mean square deviation. 
The authors define the value: 

,N 2

,N 2

t N 1
N 2 t
α −

α
α −

−
τ =

− +
 (4) 

for two levels of significance α = 5% and α = 0.1% where tα,N-2—table value of Student distribution. 
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Furthermore, the decision is made depending on the compliance with the conditions: 

• at max 5%,  τ <τ —xi not eliminated; 

• at max 0,1%, τ >τ —xi eliminated; 

• at 5% max 0,1%,τ ≤τ ≤τ —elimination xi by the user’s preference.  

The algorithm for eliminating gross errors is presented in Figure 3, the process of data 
elimination recurs until the value of xi is eliminated otherwise the calculation is stopped. 

4.2. Distribution Law Checking 

For quite a wide class of samples 3 < N < 1000 the test of the normal distribution hypothesis can 
be conducted using the range of variation as a criterion R = xmax − xmin [33]. To do this, one should 
obtain the ratio R/σ, and further it is compared with the critical upper RN and lower RL limits of this 
ratio at the set significance level. If R/σ < RL or R/σ > RN, the hypothesis on the normal distribution is 
rejected. Correspondingly, in case: 

L max min HR (x x )/ R≤ − σ≤  (5) 

the hypothesis on the normal distribution is accepted. The lower RL(N,α) and upper RN(N,α) limits 
are set as tabulated for all significance levels, 5% or 10%. 

According to the considered algorithm and dependences (1)–(5) the authors developed the 
software “Preliminary data processing” in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) MS Excel. The 
software allows automatic elimination for gross errors in experimental data to be conducted and 
checked the hypothesis on their normal distribution with the use of mean absolute deviation and 
variation range methods. 

4.3. Adjusting Time Series 

In those cases when the trend has insignificant fluctuations within rather short time periods and 
it is impossible to present it as a simple function of time, one applied adjusting statistical procedures 
also known as filtration. One of the most wide-spread methods of time-series adjustment is the 
moving average method. When this method is applied, one can eliminate random fluctuations and 
obtain the values corresponding to the influence of main factors. The moving average method is 
based upon the analysis of a time segment containing the N parameter values and their substitution 
with the average values of groups consisting of m < n values (m—uneven, m = 3, 5, 7 …). The average 

value of the group tY  is obtained by the formula [34]: 

t p
i

i t p
t

Y
Y

m

+

= −=


 
(6) 

where p = (m − 1)/2—number of points included in the calculation on the left and on the right of the 
point Yt. 

In real cases of data collection, a more complex situation is observed when time intervals 

between the diagnostic parameter values have various duration. Hence, tY  is obtained as an 
average integral value: 

t p 1
t p t p 1 t p i i 1 i 1 t p t p t p 1

i t p 1
t

t p t p

Y ( ) Y ( ) Y ( )
Y

2( )

+ −
− − + − + − + + + −

= − +

+ −

τ −τ + ⋅ τ −τ + τ −τ

=
τ −τ


 

(7) 

where τt−p, τt−p+1, … τt+p—time instants for the corresponding values in a row. 
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The disadvantage of the moving average method is the “loss” of m − 1 points from the sample 
N, i.e., the resulting curve becomes shorter by p points at both ends.  

5. Practical Diagnosis of Furnace Transformer Technical State 

5.1. Detecting Transformer Insulation Issues with the Time Series of Partial Discharge Parameters 
Based on results of the continuous monitoring of the furnace transformer ETCNKV -40000/110 

during two months in 2015 (dates specified in the figure below), the smoothed time functions of the 
repetitive charge amplitude (Figure 4a) and partial discharge intensity (Figure 4b) were acquired. 
Controversial conclusions can be made from analyzing them. Thus, pursuant to Figure 5a, the worst 

state has the high-voltage phase A input. The average pulse amplitude 02U  = 120 mV ( 02Q  = 3.7 nC) 
corresponds to the worsened state. The state of phase inputs B and C for this parameter corresponds 

to discharge activity varying from 0.5 to 2.5 nC. Thus, average amplitude for phase B comes to 02U  

= 43 mV ( 02Q  = 1.3 nC), for phase C— 02U  = 68 mV ( 02Q  = 2.1 nC). This shows that the state of phases 
B and C is considered “normal with significant deviations” [18]. 

During the similar analysis of functions given in Figure 4b, it was found that the state of phase 
C input should gain attention. The average total power of partial discharges comes to PDI  = 206 
mW, which is higher than the specified limit of the pre-fault state (80 mW). With that, the state of 
inputs in other phases is stable—for instance, PDI  = 21.5 mW, which corresponds to the normal 
level (the dash above a value means this is the mean value over the timeframe specified in the graph). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Smoothed trends of repetitive pulse voltages (a) and partial discharge intensity (PDI) (b) in 
phases of high-voltage inputs before repair: 1—Phase A; 2—Phase C; 3—Phase C. 
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Therefore, different conclusions regarding the location of deficiency emergence in high-voltage 
input can be made based on the registered parameters. This does not allow the growing deficiency to 
be isolated. In order to enhance the credibility of diagnostics, considering both parameters as a 
complex was suggested. As the term states, the parameter Q02 characterizes the partial discharge 
amplitude. However, as long as there exist the deficiencies that, while growing, lead to increase of 
the number of pulses with the same amplitude, PDI will be the parameter most sensitive to the 
deficiency growth. 

When looking for the complex parameter characterizing the object state, it must be considered 
that both measured values—Q02 and PDI—contain information about partial discharges, being 
mutually dependent. This is why, in point of issue, it is reasonable to evaluate the power of their 
relation, which can be measured through determination coefficients r2 or the absolute value of the 
correlation coefficient r. 

Based on experimental data, the dependence of PDI on partial discharge amplitude for phases 
A, B and C of the studied transformer is given in Figure 5. The way these charts change is indicative 
of the stochastic relationship between these partial discharge parameters. The empirical 
dependencies and correlation coefficients PDI (U), specified for charts give further proof for these 
conclusions. With that, the phase C has the strongest relation with correlation coefficient r = 0.942, 
while for phases A and B, correlation coefficients are r = 0.689 and r = 0.408, respectively. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5. Dependency of PDI on partial discharge amplitude and parameters of trend lines in phases 
A (a), B (b) and C (c). 
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The charts above show that in order to isolate the deficiency, the parameter “stochastic relation 
strength” between Q02 and PDI for the present phase can be used. With that, the technical state of the 
phase where this relation becomes stronger, must be focused on. The experience shows that the 
progression of destructive processes in this phase is more intense. 

5.2. Comparing Data before and after Repair 

Increased PD values and change of other diagnostic parameters pointing to the development of 
destructive factors led to the shutdown of the ladle-furnace on 22 April 2015, and on 13 May 2015 the 
transformer was removed from service for repair. After oil discharge the transformer was 
disassembled with the removal of its power section. The authors conducted the check of nodes and 
certain parts. What the research team found were loosened pin fixtures, local thermal damage to the 
paper insulation, damaged terminals, other kinds of local damage. As a result, the object state was 
identified as “Pre-fault”. 

After eliminating the detected defects and the repair, on 8 June 2015 the object was 
commissioned back into operation in the controlled mode. The results of monitoring PD after the 
repair in the period from 1 September 2015 to 12 September 2015 are provided in Figure 6. They 
confirm the transformer state has become better. As compared with the trends in Figure 4, an average 

value of the PD amplitude in the phase A decreased from 02U  = 120 mV to 02U  = 80 mV ( 02Q  = 

2.48 nC). Similar indices for the phase B were equal to 02U  = 20 mV, for the phase C— 02U  = 16 
mV. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6. Trends similar to the dependences shown in Figure 5, after repair. 

PD intensity after repair in all phases corresponding to the criterion “Norm”. PD capacity in the 
phase C decreased more than 10 times from P̅D̅I̅ = 206 mW to P̅D̅I̅ = 20 mW. For the phase B an 
average capacity was P̅D̅I̅ = 16 mW, while for the phase A—P̅D̅I̅ = 26 mW. 

To confirm the conclusions drawn, Figure 7 shows the results of PD parameters monitoring for 
the period 9–22 December 2016. 650 points were selected for each phase. In the primary stage of 
monitoring, the transformer state was normal due to timely maintenance. In comparison with charts 
in Figure 4, intensity of partial discharges in phase C fell from 206 mW down to 17 mW, while the 
amplitude Q02 decreased by 2.5 times. Intensity and amplitude of partial discharges stay in tolerable 
values in all phases. 

It must be noted that in late September–early October, the intensive increase of the partial 
discharge level in all phases was detected. With that, PDI showed the most abrupt growth in phase 
C. Thus, this value reached the worsened state of 60 mW on 18 October, and on 28 October it exceeded 
the limit of the pre-fault state of 80 mW. This meant the progression of destructive processes in the 
transformer insulation, but the place of emergence could not be isolated. 
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The case speaks for the technical efficiency of registering partial discharges to control faults. The 
key issue when isolating the deficiency location is related to the complexity of the transformer 
structure and the non-homogeneous environment where partial discharge signals are distributed. In 
order to solve this issue, the activity of partial discharges was measured using the device AR700 on 
6 October 2016 [35]. This device detects the location of partial discharges in high-voltage equipment 
insulation by means of acoustic sensors. As a result of the tests conducted, the zone of the discharge 
overactivity in the phase B input was found, which allowed us to suspect deficiency progression in 
that zone. 

This conclusion was confirmed during further monitoring of parameters given in Figure 7. After 
the somewhat slanting change of partial discharge power, the abrupt jump of the intensity was 
registered starting on 15 December: the power and amplitude of partial discharges increased by 1.5–
2 times. In phases A and B, the amplitude U02 was higher than 80 mV, while power almost reached 
the pre-fault level in phase C—PDI >80 mW. 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Input and smoothed trends of power and amplitude of partial discharges from 9 September 
to 22 December 2016: (a)—Phase A; (b)—Phase B; (c)—Phase C. 

Due to the situation, the transformer was disabled on 23 December. During the conduct of 
repairs, the defect was found (see Figure 8): the output end of the high-voltage input phase B coil was 
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close to the sharp corner of the sheet welded to the booster transformer beam (Figure 8a). The 
potential difference emerged caused destruction of insulation, which was accompanied by the 
growing intensity of partial discharges. The previously found zone of increased activity of partial 
discharges belonged to the aforementioned area. The arrows in Figure 8b show the spot of increased 
discharge activity (position 1) and the burnt wire of high-voltage input (position 2). After repairing 
the fault, the transformer was put into operation, and after that the partial discharge activity never 
increased. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8. Defect propagation area (a) and the burnt wire of high-voltage input (b). 

6. Result Discussion 

6.1. Analysis of Research Results 
The conducted research and development (R&D) works were undertaken in relation to electric 

furnace transformers which are critical elements of oil-filled electrical equipment operated under 
complex load modes. It suffices to note that short circuit at the electrodes connected to the secondary 
winding phase is an operational condition. At mains and unit transformers, the short circuit mode 
belongs to the emergency circuits. The key difference is also the need of continuous voltage control 
by means of switching outputs (taps) of the primary windings and impact current loads at the initial 
stages of electric arc metal melt. This is the reason for increased partial discharge intensity in the 
winding phases, high-voltage inputs and the on-line tap changer (OLTC). In this connection the 
development of methods for diagnosing the electric furnace transformer state on the basis of PD 
measurement with the help of the online monitoring system is a relevant problem. 

The conducted research is a successful effort of practical diagnostics of the transformer state with 
the use of the developed method for processing PD parameters obtained in the online mode. To 
achieve the purpose, the authors use the statistical methods implemented in modern PC software. 
This makes the research methods accessible for academics and engineering staff in production 
conditions. Relative simplicity and the possibility of their wide application are the advantages of 
developed methods. 

It is clear that the presented data-processing method can be applied not only for the studied 
electric furnace transformers. The developed algorithms and programmes are recommended for wide 
application in the system of diagnosing the state of high-voltage electrotechnical complexes. For this 
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purpose, it is recommended to introduce simplified options of the developed online monitoring 
system developed for mains and unit transformers [36,37]. 

 

6.2. Research Prospects 

The practical example of fault localization provided demonstrates a possibility to localize 
propagating defects in winding phases and inside the transformer tank. The drawback is that the 
confirmation of the result validity was obtained after the transformer’s withdrawal from service and 
a partial transformer disassembly. To improve the method efficiency, it is recommended to develop 
special methods and programmes providing for the matching of discharge activity centers with a 
design location of transformer nodes (windings, high-voltage inputs, OLTC, etc.). This approach is 
considered in a number of publications, for example [38–42]. It is based upon the methods of PD 
acoustic localization in the transformer tank. The papers [43–45] denote it as an auscultating method 
of fault localization by acoustic emission signals (Latin—auscultare—listen). 

The next prospective area of research is the development of a comprehensive method of 
transformer state diagnostics on the basis of the results of online monitoring of partial discharges and 
their periodic acoustic localization with the help of portable devices. PD periodic localization can be 
conducted with the installation of acoustic sensors in strictly specified spots on the transformer 
surface. The advantage of such approach is the possibility of the objective assessment of insulation 
state due to the research of occurring discharges with a relatively short period of time. The 
simultaneous processing of PD measured by the online system allows the rate of defect propagation 
to be defined and the prevention of emergency situations in future. This will facilitate the estimation 
of fault propagation dynamics and, correspondingly, the defect hazard level. To sum up the results, 
one should apply the methods of mathematical processing of dynamically changing data. The most 
acceptable method is cluster analysis [25,26]. 

As a result of the aforementioned measures the authors plan to implement a comprehensive 
approach providing for the possibility of timely defect localization and fault development 
prevention. This problem should be solved on the basis of predictive analysis of the facility technical 
state. 

7. Conclusions 

The developed algorithms and diagnostic programmes are introduced in the system of online 
monitoring of the technical state of electric furnace transformers at a large metallurgical plant. Long-
time operation provided examples of practical diagnostics and localization of the propagating defect 
area confirmed the relevance of the research direction taken and the efficiency of its application. The 
analysis of the results obtained allows for outlining the prospective areas for further research as well 
as their applications. 

It is clear that the introduction of R&D products is not limited to a pool of electric furnace 
transformers. The method considered could be recommended for a broader application at industrial 
and power engineering sites. In general, the solution of a set of listed problems will facilitate the 
solution of the relevant applied research problem making up a methodological basis for developing 
principally new systems of diagnostic high-voltage equipment monitoring. 

Author Contributions: Methodology, O.I.K.; software, I.A.Y.; validation A.A.F.; formal analysis, E.A.G; 
visualization, I.M.Y. 
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